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ABSTRACT
Several of Jack K e r o u a c ’s friends and contemporaries recall'that
the young Jack K e r o u a c , prior to writing his first novel, The Town
and the City, was introduced to Oswald Spengler's The Decline of the
W e s t . Throughout his writings, Kerouac displays the same concern for
the condition of modern Western man and of the society which has
produced him as did Spengler— -and the fact that specific Spenglerian
terms and even the German philosopher-historian's name periodically
dot the pages of K e r o u a c ’s novels and articles indicates that Kerouac
found in Spengler someone who shared his own perspective and concerns.
Many of the most crucial themes outlined in Spengler \s analytical,
historical examination of contemporary Western society are played out
in K e r o u a c ’s novels through the people and places which he creates.
Spengler refers to his description of Western civilization’s restless
modern man as the ’’Faustian soul.” Kerouac takes this Faustian man
and shows him as he lives.
By approaching K e r o u a c ’s work through a
Spenglerian perspective, several significant philosophical currents
can be traced— -currents which reveal the cohesion of -Kerouac’s works
into what he referred to as the "Duluoz Legend.”

In J a c k ’s B o o k , a compendium of tape-recorded interviews with
friends and contemporaries of Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg recalls that
William Burroughs recommended to the young Jack

Kerouac that he read,

among other b o o k s , Oswald Spengler1s The Decline of the W e s t .^ This was
in 1944, when Kerouac and his circle of Columbia University friends
first began delving into what Ginsberg described as "some kind of spiritual
crisis in the west and the possibility of Decline instead of infinite
American Century Progress.”

2

The stream of novels, poems, and articles which Kerouac produced
over the next twenty years are concerned,
this "spiritual crisis" in his society.

in one way or another, with
Throughout his writings,

Kerouac displays the same concern for the condition of modern Western
man and of the society which has produced him as did Spengler— and the
fact that specific Spenglerian terms and even the German philosopherh i s t o r i a n ’s name periodically dot the pages of K e r o u a c ’s books indicates
that Kerouac found in Spengler someone who shared his oxm perspective
and concerns.

Many of the most crucial themes outlined in Spengler’s

analytical, historical examination of contemporary Western society— the debilitating effect of the city on modern man,
alienation,

the phenomenon of

intellectual thought versus actual experience, the enigmatic

concept of time,

the role of woman in contemporary society, the

significance of memory,

and m a n ’s urge for extension and motion— are

played out in K e r o u a c fs novels through the people and places which
he cireates.
Both men were concerned with what they considered the decay of
their society, and both examined that decay— one analytically and '
the other by recreating it in fiction.

Spengler refers to his description
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of Western civilization’s restless modern man as the "Faustian soul."
Kerouac takes this Faustian man and shows him as he lives, in all his
passion and frustration.
Spenglerian perspective,

By approaching K e r o u a c ’s work through a
several significant philosophical currents

can be traced— currents which reveal the cohesion of Kerouac's works
into what he referred to as the "Duluoz Legend."

1
Every Culture stands in a deeply-symbolical, almost mystical,
relation to the Extended, the space, in which and through which it
strives to actualize itself.
The aim once attained— the idea, the
entire content of inner possibilities, fulfilled and made externally
actual-—-the Culture suddenly hardens, it mortifies, its bigod con
geals, its force breaks down, and it becomes Civilization.„
Oswald -Spengler, The
Decline of the West
Spengler’s ambitious work, completed near the end of the First World
War, attempts not only to describe,

through a historical perspective,

the evolution of Western civilization, but extends this evolution into
the future, predicting,

in terms both general and specific, the ultimate

destiny of this civilization.

When Spengler’s two-volume analysis was

published, it -was understandably attacked by critics for its weakness
4
on many points of detail;
but despite the proliferation of questionable
or unsupported statements, the plausibility of Spengler*s broadest
observations made The Decline of the West a widely-read and muchdiscussed work.

The translator of Spengler’s first edition, Charles

Francis Atkinson, charges Spengler’s critics with an "inability to

5
see the wood for the trees."

It is predominantly Spengler's wood,

his descriptions of general theses and trends and the particulars
contained therein, that we find reflected in K e r o u a c ’s work.

Spengler centers his analyses around the proposition that a
"Civilization” is the sterile, inevitable culmination of "cultural”
evolution.

He maintains that man begins as a primitive creature, allied

with nature, uncluttered by intellectual thought, and living each
moment with no conception of past or future.

As man becomes aware of

his surroundings, however, he imposes thought on them, gradually dis
tancing himself from them and losing touch with the rhythm of nature, a

6
pulse which Spengler calls the "cosmic beat."
With intellectual thought, man not only is severed from the
physical world around him,.asserts Spengler, but he also destroys his
union with the flow of time.

Through conscious thought, man sets time

up as a puzzling concept to be observed,
stood.

struggled with, and under

Spengler poetically describes the questing mind stretching out

of the present into a past and forward into a future, neither of which
it can fully comprehend:
A boundless mass of human Being, flowing in a stream without
banks; upstream., a dark past wherein out time-space loses all pow
ers of definition and restless or uneasy fancy conjures up geo
logical periods to hide.away an eternally-unsolvab^e riddle;
down-st. re am, a future even so dark and timeless...
The evolution of m a n ’s intellectual attempts to understand and to
cope with the world around him is a vibrant process of "becoming," or
growth, which Spengler terms "Culture.”
process is not infinite,

But he asserts that this

that each Culture reaches a point where it has

fulfilled its potential, where "becoming" ceases and the Culture has
"become."

This rigid condition is "Civilization*:

The Civilization is the inevitable destiny of the Culture...
Civilizations are the most external and artificial states of which
a species of developed humanity is capable.
They are a conclusion,
the thing-become succeeding the thing-becoming, death following
life, rigidity following expansion, intellectual age and the stonebuilt, petrifying world-city following mother-earth and the spir-

8
iritualochildhood.
Warren Tallman states that "It is an implicit and frequently an
explicit assumption of the Beat writers that we live, if we do at all,
9
in something like the ruins of our civilization."
John Tytell observes
that the Beats "shared a Spenglerian expectation of the total breakdown

10
of Western culture."
his first novel.

Kerouac portrayed the roots of this breakdown in

The loss of spiritual childhood,

the absorption of

mother - e a rth’s countryside by cold, sterile metropolises, and the
effects of this absorption on the individual are vividly represented
in The Town and the C i t y .

11
"...when you go in there among all the children of the sad
American paradise, you can only stare at them, in a Benzedrine
depression, d o n ’t you see, or with that sightless stare that comes
from too much horror.. All faces are blue and greenish and sickly
livid.
In the end, everyone looks like a Zombie, you realize that
evc^ryone is dead, locked up in the sad psychoses of themselves.
It goes on all night, everyone milling around uncertainly among
the ruins of bourgeois civilization, seeking each other, d o n ’t
you see, but so stultified by their upbringings somehow, or by the
disease of the age, that they can only stumble about and stare in
dignantly at one another."
Leon Levinsky, The Town and the City
Leon L e v i n s k y ’s apocalyptic portrait of nighttime New York City
reflects Spengler’s own fateful vision of what he calls the "world-city.
Kerouac had mixed reactions to cities, ranging from the exhilaration of
his "great immortal metropolitan in-the-city feeling" in Visions of Cody
to "the sadness of coming back to cities," which Ray Smith feels at the

12
end of The Pharma B u m s .

When Sal Paradise calls New York "the great
13
and final city of America" in On the Road,
there is strong reason to
believe that he is stressing its finality, not its greatness; and the
"bop dead Frisco" which Leo Percepied inhabits in The Subterraneans is

actually a thinly-disguised, dark portrait of New York.
But it is in The Town and the City that Kerouac most completely
explores the crippling effects of metropolises on modern man.

His

portrayal of the Martin f a mily’s absorption by the city and their
subsequent degeneration and dispersal is an illustration of people
losing their sense of SpenglerTs 'cosmic beat," a term which is coin
cidentally^

echoed in the label which was pinned on K e r o u a c ’s generation.

Spengler ties the modern phenomenon of individual alienation to a loss
of the "sensed beat of life" which comes from living in the country.
He emphasizes the romanticism of country life, where man is allied with
nature, with "Mother Earth," and where he "discovers a soul."
Spengler asserts,

"The country town confirms nature."

K e r o u a c ’s

detailed description of the town of Galloway mirrors this romantic
principle.

Galloway is in harmony with its surroundings, hugged

by the Merrimac River and shadowed by the forested New Hampshire hills.
The town is never described without images of a shining sun, fresh
breezes,

trees, and grass:

Living continues in Galloway like the seasons themselves,
nearer to G o d ’s earth by these weathers, through which life
pulses.
(p. 23)
This pulsing imagery is continued when Kerouac re-emphasizes the t o w n ’s
bond with nature:'
These are the things that closely surround the mills and the
businesses of Galloway, that make it a town rooted in earth, in
the ancient pulse of life and work and death, that make its people
townspeople and not city people.
(p.5)
Just as Kerouac distinguishes between the town and the urban man,
Spengler asserts that "the man of the land and the man of the city are
15
of different essences."
The man of the land is an "eternal man...
propagating himself from generation to g e neration...a mystical soul,

with a dry, shrewd understanding that sticks to pratical matters."
£
In Kerouac's novel, the head of the Martin clan, George Martin,
represents the last in his line of generations of country men.
we meet him, he has one foot planted in the country,

When

raising his brood of

lively, eager children, devouring food with an animal appetite,
life, and running benevolently, joyfully through it."

(p.44)

"embracing

His is a

practical mind, unconcerned with the silly "ideas" his sons bring home
from college.

But his life is not totally of the land, for he works a

trade in town, is not entirely free, and somehow senses the approach
ing darkness of divorce from his roots:
There was something in Martin's heart that never ceased its
wondering and sorrow.
There were days when everything he saw
seemed etched in fading light...he wandered through a harassed
cycle of anger, guffaw, malice, hate, disgust, w e a r i n e s s ... a
morbid, sometimes wicked melancholy.
(p.44)
M a r t i n ’s sons inherit the "sensed beat of life," but they too are
pulled by a sense of sadness and fear.

Joe, the oldest, who sees

"something majestic and beautiful in the world," chases it in trucks
and with his thumb, but feels "somehow that he was lost and forgotten
by that sublime meaningful world that gleamed in his vision."

(p.67)

Peter, initially intoxicated by the joys of college life, soon realizes
"that nothing which could be taught him in the university world could
ever touch the wild joy in his heart,

the plain powerful knowledge of

things, the boyish glee and wonder he felt now as the train bore him
back to the weather and veritable landscape of his soul."

(p.147) And

yet he has a shaky sense of identity; he can "never see himself there
or anywhere."

(p. 70)

Mickey,

the child of the family,

"wants to

dance in the smoke" with mad fury, but is terrified upon leaving home
by the sense that nothing is real,

that he is "wandering in the world

alone."

(p.240)

Francis,

the most cerebral of the Martin children,

is the only one of them who has no sense of the "cosmic beat," and
he is more fully understood as a man of the city.
The inevitable assimilation of the country by the city is signalled,
states Spengler, by the loss of the home.

The country man's dwelling

is "the great symbol of settledness...It is property in the most
17
sacred sense of the word."
M a n ’s roots to the earth extend through
his home:
He is rooted in it as the descendent of his forebears and as
the forebear of future descendents.
His house, his property means,
here, not the temporary connection of person and thing for a
brief span of years, bujgan enduring and inward union of eternal
land and eternal blood.
K e r o u a c ’s portrait of the M a r t i n s ’ Galloway home conveys a sense of
the eternal;

if is "something beautiful forever."

observes of such a home,

oblivion,

Spengler

"So long as the hearth has a pious meaning as

the actual and genuine centre of a family,
is not wholly extinct.

(p.7)

the old relation to the land

But when t h a t , too, follows the rest into

and the mass of tenants and bedroccupiers in the sea of houses

leads a vagrant existence from shelter to she l t e r ... then the intellectual
19
nomad is completely developed."
In the city, says Spengler,"we come again to despise and disengage
ourselves from these roots... The late city that first defies the land,

20
contradicts Nature in the lines of its silhouette, denies all Nature."
And eventually, just as a culture builds toward its immobile end of
civilization,

the city evolves into its huge and final stage as a

"world-city":
F i n a l l y s there arises the monstrous symbol and vessel of the
completely emancipated intellect, the world-city— the centre i ^
which the course of a world-history ends by winding itself up.

The Martin f a m i l y ’s history winds itself up in the city.
from the natural pulse of life in Galloway,

Divorced

the family falls apart.

G e o r g e ’s terrible disorientation in the streets of New York reflects
Spengler’s description of "the yokel standing helpless on the pavement,

22
understanding nothing and understood by nobody."
he eventually dies .of cancer.

Adrift in the metropolis,

Joe leaves for the military, and the

Martin daughter, Liz, spiritually broken by a miscarriage, drifts into
a vagrant life of drugs and jazz.

Mickey experiences the terror of

isolation, unable to find the way to his new home, and Peter,

torn

between his new circle of city friends and the old values of his parents,
repeatedly asks himself,

"Who am I?"

The M a r t i n s ’ previously sub

conscious fears of alienation and loss of identity are realized as
they are absorbed by the city.
Only Francis,
home in the city.

the epitome of the modern,

intellectual man, is at

But to be so, he must flatly reject the traditional

values of his heritage.

Spengler asserts that "The City is intellect...
23
It upsets thrones and limits old rights iti the name of reason."

Ever the rational man, Francis bluntly tells Peter, "I d o n ’t believe in
mysteries.”

But the cosmic beat,

the realm of the rational.

the bond with nature, lies outside

And so Francis feels lost in the country,

observing of his childhood home, "Looking at that house makes me feel
absolutely certain that I never belonged there anyhow."

(p.189)

Spengler predicts the empty fate of Francis in his description of
the modern intellectual:
...there suddenly emerges a phenomenon that has long been
preparing itself underground and now steps forwarc[^to make an
end of the drama— the sterility of civilized man.
Francis has become this man when he rejects his heritage and immerses
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himself in the city.

The sterility of his world is illustrated by

his total objectification of the people around him, as he "reached
the point where people meant, little more to h im than simple sentences."
(p.459)
P e t e r ’s circle of city friends— -Junkey, Levinsky, Wood, Dennison—
lead lives as sterile and empty as F r a n c i s ’s.

Of the individual wracked

by intellectual tension, Spengler observes that he "knows no form of
recreation but that which is specific to the world-city— namely, detente,
25
relation, distraction."
P e t e r ’s friends fit this description, aim
lessly roaming the streets, slumping for hours in cafeterias, resting
on park benches, and shooting "distraction" into their veins.
The city which swallows the Martins represents the final stage
of S p englerTs civilization:
At this level all Civilization enters upon a stage which
lasts for centuries, of appalling depopulation.. .At. the last,
only the primitive blood remains, alive, but robbed of its
strongest and most promising elements.
This residue is the
Fellah t y p e ...the giant cities in turn at the end of the evo
lution, stand empty Harbored in their stone masses is a small
population of fellaheen who shg^Lter in them as the men of the
Stone Age sheltered in caves.
These fellaheen are the geeks, degenerates, and Zombies that Levinsky
gleefully studies in the nighttime city.

Indeed, Levinsky even repeats

the title of Spengler's book w hen he describes himself"surrounded by
the decline of the West on all sides."

(p.368)

Near the conclusion of The Town and the C i t y , Peter, despondent
over the deterioration of his family, disgusted by the emptiness of
his intellectual friends'

lives, and realizing that there is no

longer a pastoral Galloway to which he can return, is jolted by a
sense of "the tragic aloneness of existence"— a feeling which eventually
drives him to the road:

He was on the road again, traveling the continent westward,
going off to further and further years, alone by the waters of
life, alone, looking towards the lights of the r i v e r ’s cape,
towards tapers burning warmly in the towns, looking down along
the shore in remembrance of the dearness of his father and of
all life. (pp.498-99)
The feeling of aloneness is shared by most of K e r o u a c ’s characters
and it is a central ingredient in Spengler’s description of Western man
evolution.

Spengler posits that this feeling stems not only from a

break with nature, as described in The Town and the City, but also from
a loss of union with time, a concept which became a focal point of
K e r o u a c ’s w o r k .
Ill
" Y o u ’ll come to angular rages and lonely romages among
Beast of Day in hot glary circumstances made grit by the hour
of the clock— that is known as Civilization...but y o u ’ll never be
as happy as you are now it^your quiltish innocent book-devouring
boyhood immortal night."
Doctor Sax, Doctor Sax
In this excerpt

from

Doctor Sax,

the image of a clock dominates

the title character’s stark description of adulthood.

Time is a

central ingredient in the description of lonely "Civilization" which
the shrouded Sax shares with young Jackie Duluoz, who,

through the

course of this novel, climbs out of his wombish childhood and takes
his first steps into that civilization.
At the b o o k ’s climactic center, a monumental flood engulfs
J a c k i e ’s town of Lowell; and the f l o o d ’s significance is underscored,
with time as a central element:
Looking at the clock you could envision the river behind
its illuminated
disk of.time, its fury rush over shores and
people— time and the river were out of joint, (p.180)
K e r o u a c ’s message in The Town and the City is that man suffers when he

loses contact with the pulse of nature.

In. Doctor Sax, he makes it

clear that the flow of time is part of that pulse.

Jackie Duluoz

realizes that Lowell is suffering "the gloom of the unaccomplished
mudheap civilization when it gets caught with its pants down from a
source it long lost contact with."
According to Spengler,

(p. 180)

the contact with time first begins to be

lost when man fixes his consciousness on the world around him in an
effort to understand it:
As soon as the p r i m i t i v e ’s astonished eye perceives the dawn
ing world of ordered existence, and the significant emerges in
great outlines from the welter of mere expressionss and the irrev
ocable parting of the outer world from his proper, his inner,
world gives form and direction to his waking life, there arises
in the soul— instantly conscious of its loneliness— the rootfeeling of l o nging... It is the child's longing, which will
presently come into the consciousness more and more clearly as a
feeling of constant direction and finally stand before the mature
spirit as the enigma of Time-— queer, tempting, insoluable.
Suddenly, the words "past" and "future" have acquired a fateful
meaning.
This sense of longing for the warmth,
is lost with the exitr

safety, and security which

from childhood permeates K e r o u a c ’s works.

In

The Town and the C i t y , he tells us that "all children are shocked out
of the womb of a mother's world before they can know that loneliness
is their heritage."

(p. 15)

In The Pharma B u m s , Ray Smith rails against

"the loneliness of this harsh inhospitable earth."^^
C o d y , Kerouac proclaims flatly,

In Visions of

"I accept lostness f o r e v e r . I n

The Subterraneans, Leo Percepied has a vision of his mother whispering
to him, "Poor Little Leo, poor Little Leo, you suffer, men suffer so,
you're all alone in the w o r l d . I n

On The R o a d , Sal Paradise is

seized by the same realization of lostness:
I s n ’t it true that you start your life a sweet child believing
in everything under your father's roof?
Then comes the day of the
Laodiceans, when you know7 you are wretched and miserable and poor
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and blind and naked, and with the visage of a gruesome ghost you
go shuddering through nightmare life.
The move from childhood to maturity is the move from comfort to
isolation.

This is the theme behind these c h aracters’ observations, and

this theme is rooted in the concept of time.

A child lives in Spengl e r ’s

"pure Present."

For the child, as for the primitive man, time is not

conceptualized.

With conceptualization of time, however, a m a n ’s life

takes on the sense of movement, what Spengler calls "direction":
To man in his waking state his proper life, progressive
and constantly self-fulfilling, is presented through the
element of Becoming in his consciousness— this fact we call
"the present"— -and it possesses that mysterious property of
Direction which in all the higher languages men have sought
to impound «^d-— vainly-— to rationalize by means of the enigmatic
word t i m e .
With a developed consciousness, man is no longer joined with time in
the "pure Present."

He is separated from what he now sees as a moving

phenomenon, and he either races to keep up with it or resists being
pushed by it.

In either case, he is, as Jackie Duluoz o b serves,"out

of joint" with it.
This sense of time's push and pull is a sensation which is in
tegrally related to the feeling of loneliness.

Man, severed from his

primitive childhood state, is tossed into the merciless flow of time;
and he struggles to find a footing, a place where he belongs.
K e r o u a c ’s novels,

time often seems to be a precious,

which must be consumed before it disappears.

In

fleeting commodity

Even Japhy Ryder, the

meditating Zen man-boy in The Pharma B u m s , declares breathlessly,
"we ain't got no time to waste."
of Cody,

But Kerouac recognizes,

that "the moment is ungraspable."

in Visions

It is this realization

that creates a paradox which troubles many of Kerouac *s characters—

a paradox described in Visions of C o d y :
What kind of journey is the life of a human being that it:
has a beginning but not an end?— -and that it gets worse and
worse and darker all the time till time disappears?
(p. 96)
Man's natural urge is to grasp time, to stem the flow which ends in
darkness.

It is in On The R o a d , his most critically acclaimed novel,

that Kerouac most deeply explores the paradox of grasping the ungraspable m o m e n t .
Of the two main characters in On The R o a d , Dean Moriarty and Sal
Paradise, Carole Gottlieb Vopat writes:
Both of them flee from relevance and significance, telling
long, mindless stories and taking equally pointless trips:.
They
avoid anything— s e l f - a n a l y s i s ^ s e l f - a w a r e n e s s , thinking— which would
threaten or challenge t h e m . ..
Vopat totally ignores the deep introspection of Sal and his constant
struggle to establish his purpose and his identity.
recognize both m e n ’s passionate pursuit of "It"
examined shortly)

She also fails to

(a concept which will be

and Dean's soliloquies on the concept with which he

is maniacally o b s e s s e d - t i m e .

More than anything else, Dean and Sal are

trying to cope with the relentless push of time; and it is their struggle
with this phenomenon that constitutes the basis of their adventures.
Spengler makes a distinction in his examination of time which is
crucial to a discussion of the concept in On The R o a d :
For primitive man the word "time" can have no meaning.
He
simply lives, without any necessity of specifying an o p p o s i t i ^
to something else.
He has time, but he knows nothing of it.
Primitive man is comfortable with time until he thinks about it.

When

he seeks it, he separates himself from it; and Dean Moriarty's frantic
pace of.life is centered around an obsession with time.
Although Dean does not always verbalize his ideas, they are mani
fested in his actions and mannerisms.

From the first time we meet him,

we see, as Sal observes,
(p. 42)

"There was always a schedule in Dean's ,®life."

This preoccupation with schedulers in typified during Sal's

first encounter with Dean in Denver, as Dean explains his plans:
"It is now" (looking at his watch) "exactly one-fourteen.
I shall be back at exactly three-f o urteen...So now in this exact
minute I must dress, put on my pants, go back to life, that is
to outside life, streets and what not, as w e agreed, it is now onefifteen and time's running, running— " (p. 44)
Even Dean's frantic speech patterns reflect his race to keep up with
time.

His sentences often cannot slow down enough for end punctuation:
"At six o'clock sharp— s h a r p , hear m e ? — I want, you to be
right here where I'll come buzzing by to get you for one quick
run to Roy Johnson's house, play Gillespie and assorted bop
records, an hour of relaxation prior to any kind of further
evening you and Tim and Stan and Babe may have planned for to
night irrespective of my arrival which incidentally was exactly
forty-five minutes ago in my old thirty-seven Ford which you see
parked out there, I made it together with a long pause in Kansas
City seeing my cousin, not Sam Brady but the younger one..." (p. 26

And Dean's words often outrun the restrictions of grammar:
"Now Marylou, darling, you and Sal go immediately to a
hotel and wait for me to contact you in the morning as soon as
I have definite arrangements made with Camille and call up
Frenchman about my railroad watch and you and Sal buy the first
thing hit town a paper for the want ads and workplans." (p. 170)
Spengler observes that "In the soul of all primitive mankind,
just as in that of earliest childhood,

there is something which impels

it to find means of dealing with the alien powers of the extensive
world...to bind, to placate, to 'know' are all, in the last analysis,
36
the same thing."
Time and again, as Dean Moriarty gets caught up in
the heat of activity, he proclaiias a knowledge of the alien power
which rules his world.

Zooming across the continent with Sal, Dean

gushes, "Everything is fine, God, exists, we know time."

(p. 120)

Watching the slow shuffle of a careless vagabond, he exclaims,

"...we

knoxv time— how to slow it up and walk and dig and just old-fashioned

spade kicks, what other kicks are t h e r e . ' We know." (p. 252) During
a monotonous journey over an empty highway, he again feels control,
repeating the haunting phrase, "Ah, but we know time."

(p.159)

Dean glorifies others who he thinks have the same power.

He is

hypnotized by the wild, frantic jazz of Slim Gaillard:
Dean stands in the back, saying, "God! Y e s !--and clasping his
hands in prayer and sweating.
"Sal, Slim knows time, he knows
time."
(p. 176)
Dean's frenzied energy and exclamations, however,
shake off his sense of the burden of time.

cannot help Sal

Driving with Marylou and

Dean, Sal describes their trio as "three children of the earth trying
to decide something in the night and having all the weight of past
centuries ballooning in the dark before them."

(p. 132)

The closest

Sal comes to discarding the weight of time is during the brief period
he spends picking cotton with the Mexican girl, Terry:
The days rolled by.
I forgot all about the East and all
about Dean and Carlo and the bloody road. (p.97)
But this life is not Sal's, for although he often desires it, he can
not, as will be discussed later, adopt the timeless life of the fella
heen .
Spengler asserts that a primitive man has time but does not know
it.

Just as the simple Terry is unconcerned with the passage of time,

always content to wait until "manana.," so is another settled character
•*n On The R-oad unconcerned wTith, and thus in possession of, time— she
has it, and she calmly knits a symbol of her quiet possession:
...she worked on a great rag rug woven of all the clothes
in my family for years, which was now finished and spread on my
bedroom floor, as complex and as rich as the passage of time
itself, (p.307)
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While S a l ’s aunt represents primitive man calmly enjoying^a union
with time, Sal and Dean are models of modern man, desperately pursuing
an escape from time's push;

either by mastering it, which Dean supposes

he can do, or by stepping outside it, which Sal does for an instant in
San Francisco:
...for just a moment I had reached the point of ecstasy
that I always wanted to reach, which was the complete step
across chronological time into timeless shadows, and wonderment
in the bleakness of the mortal realm, and the sensation of
death kicking at my heels to move on... (p.173)
Sal realizes that the only way to actually escape time is to die, and
his image of death, the Shrouded Traveler, kicks at his heels through
out On The Road.

Norman Podhoretz simplistically observes of On The

Road that "Now and again there is a reference to gloom and melancholy,
but the characteristic note struck by Kerouac is exuberance.5! ^
Reducing the novel to an irresponsible story of two action-happy, selfindulgent young hedonists, Podhoretz refuses to recognize the tone of
despair, frustration, and fear which underlies K e r o u a c ’s entire book.
Even S a l ’s most exuberant moments are fated to quick extinction, and
his; recognition of this constant process of extinction is a major
reason for his gnawing urge to "move."
The shadow of death darkens the pages not only of On The R o a d ,
but of K e r o u a c ’s other novels as well.

And the concept of death is

tightly woven into K e r o u a c ’s, and S p e n g l e r 's, conceptions of time.

IV
"...we are nothing but shits and w e ’ll all die and eat
shits in graves and are dying now.!*
.
Visions of Cody (p. 25)
Spengler observes that "there is a fundamental connexion

between
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the become

(the hard-set) and D e a t h .

Remembering that for Spengler

"Civilization" is a state of "the become," and that Kerouac deplored
the "mudheap civilization" around him, we can understand K e r o u a c ’s
concern with death.

Death is inevitable, but, Spengler asserts, modern

man's "death-fear" is not.

Spengler points out that primitive man

naturally accepts death, like time, and does not let his consciousness
dwell upon it:
Only when understanding has become, through language, detached
from visual awareness and pure, does death ^ p e a r to man as the
great enigma of the light-world around him.
It is only a small step from the intellectual realization of time to a
realization of death, and a fear of both runs throughout K e r o u a c ’s works.
Writing about Sal and Dean in On the R o a d , Robert Hipkiss succinctly
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observes, "Their enemies are Time and Death."
Hipkiss could have been
referring to any of K e r o u a c ’s central characters.
Doctor Sax is narrated by a young boy who is morbidly preoccupied
with death.

Haunted by the vision of his little b r o t h e r ’s death, Jackie

Duluoz creates a dark world inhabited by ghoulish creatures who plan to
destroy civilization.

The Dracula-like chief of these doomsday forces,

Count Condu, is interestingly linked to the author who traced the death
of Western culture:
...Count Condu, impeccably dressed, just-risen from the coff
of eve, the Satin Doombox with its Spenglerian metamorphosed
scravenings on the lid. (p.106)
Even Doctor Sax is seen as a specter of death dressed in a black
shroud until he shows himself to be an ineffective fraud, and discards
his cape.

Shrouds are everywhere in Doctor S a x , darkening the corners

of J a c k i e ’s fantasy world.

A telling statement, and one that affects

the tone of all the books in the "Duluoz Legend,” is made by Jackie's
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Uncle Mike"

.

4

"0 the poor Duluozes are all dying!— chained by God to pain—
maybe to hell!" (p.120)
These words are echoed by Kerouac himself in a passage cited by John
Clellon Holmes, a passage which re-emphasizes the sense of loneliness
inherent in K e r o u a c ’s writing:
" I ’m writing this book because w e ’re all going to die-— In the
loneliness of my life, my father dead, my brother dead, my mother
faraway, my sist^j and my wife far away, nothing here b p t ' ^ y n w n
tragic h a n d s ..."
This sense of everyone dying is not restricted to Doctor S a x .
elegiac tone infects much of K e r o u a c ’s writing.

An

In The Town and the C i t y ,

Kerouac offers a reminder that there is more to the town of Galloway than
meets the eye.

"Something in the invisible brooding landscape surrounding

the town, something in the bright stars nodding close to a hillside where
the old cemetery sleeps, something in the soft, swishing treeleaves ever
the fields and the stone walls"
tragic"

(p.3) hints at "something strangely

(p.7) beneath the t o w n ’s pastoral veneer.

Galloway is doomed by

creeping civilization, and we realize its tragedy through the deterioration
of the Martin family.
Nostalgia for the past colors the pages of Visions of C o d y , as Ker
ouac contrasts boyhood portraits of Cody with the starkness of K e r o u a c ’s
Cody-less maturity:
A little boy in red woodsman shirt stoops to drink water at the
dry concrete fountain— a flag whips through the bare bleak branches—
salmon is the color of parts of the. sky— the children in the swings
kick their feet in air, mothexs say Wh e e e — -a trash wirebasket is
half full of dry, dry leaves— a pool of last n i g h t ’s rain lies in
the gravel; tonight it will be cold, clear winter coming and who
will haunt the deserted park then? (p.24)
At one point in On The R o a d , after he has a vision of the Shrouded
Traveler close behind him, Sal Paradise-equates death with the pureness
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of l i f e ’s beginning:
The one thing that we yearn for in our living days, that makes
us sigh and groan and undergo sweet nauseas of all kinds, is the
remembrance of some lost bliss that was probably experienced in the
womb and can only be reproduced (though we hate to admit it) in death.
But who wants to die? (p.124)
Sal immediately is reminded that "we're all of us never in life again,"
and so rather than fighting death or giving into it, he turns from it to
search for life in the pure experience of the moment— what he and Dean
call "It."

The sensation of "It" lies outside the realms of thought and

language— -it is pure being, or "being there," as Spengler describes it;
and Sal and Dean are not the only Kerouac characters who pursue it.

V
"Now, man, that alto man last night had IT— he held it once he
found it; I've never seen a guy who could hold it so long."
I
wanted to know what "IT" meant.
"Ah well"— Dean laughed— "now
you're asking me im-pon-de-rables— -ahem!
Here's a guy and every
body's there, right?
Up to him to put down what's on e v erybody’s
mind.
He starts the first chorus, then lines up his ideas, people,
yeah, yeah, but get it, and then he rises to his fate and has to
blow equal to it.
All of a sudden somewhere in the middle of the
chorus he gets it— everybody looks up and knows; they listen; he
picks it up and carries.
Time stops.
He's filling empty space
with the substance of our lives, confessions of his bellybottom
strain remembrance of ideas, rehashes of old bloxjing.
He has to
blow across bridges and come back and do it w ith such infinite
feeling soul-explanatory for the tune of the moment that everybody
knows it's not the tune that counts but IT— "
Dean Moriarty,
On The Road (p.206)
The scattered moments when the intensity of experience erases all
thinking and speaking are the moments that Dean and Sal chase throughout
their journeys.

When these moments hit them, the sense of past and future

is obliterated, and they enter the "pure Present."

This "pure Present"

is the same as the hipster's "NOW" that Tallman describes:
The hip person knows that the only promised land is NOW and that
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the only way to make the j ^ r n e y is ‘to dig everything and go until
you make it and can s w i n g . •
Dean calls the sensation of these moments "It."

Spengler, in distinguish

ing between the feeling of cosmic "beat" or "rhythm" and the "microcosmic
tension" of waking consciousness, describes moments when the cosmic beat
"breaks down the tension of the waking individual's being into the one
43
grand felt harmony."
His description of such moments centers around the
same sense of crystallization and concentration as does D e a n ’s:
In such cases the microcosmic wall is obliterated,
Lt jostles
and threatens, it. pushes and pulls, ijt flees, swerves, and sways.
Limbs intertwine, feet rush, one cry comes from every mouth, one
destiny overlies all.
O u t ^ f a sum of little single worlds comes
suddenly a complete whole.
The "wall" which must be obliterated to break through to "It" is created
by m a n ’s consciousness.

Spengler asserts that when m a n ’s consciousness

separates him from a union with time and with nature, he is divorced
from "being" itself:
I distinguish being or "being there" (Da s e i n ) from waking being
or waking-consciousness (W a chsein) . Being possesses beat and ^
direction while waking-consciousness is tension and extension.
The struggle between thought and being is at.the center of K e r o u a c ’s
first novel.

Disgusted by the sterile intellectual w orld of his brother,

Francis, Peter Martin declares,
not this."

(p.263)

" I t ’s human life I w a n t — -the thing itself—

The journey on which he finally embarks has the same

goal as the roads of Sal and Dean;

it is a journey which leads toward

pure experience unadulterated by intellectual consciousness.

However,

Sal Paradise eventually discovers the frustration of devouring "It" like
fruit off a tree, gorging himself on experience.

The frantic pursuit of

"It" Itiaves him with the feeling of "rushing through the world without
a chance to see it.” (p.205)
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Linking k e r o u a c ’s road to the perceptions of Walt Whitman, Tytell
$

observes the same frustration inherent in the breakneck pace set by Dean:
Whitman had announced that Americans should know "the universe
itself as a road, as many roads, as roads for traveling souls."
But for Whitman, the road was an opportunity for a perpetual
journey of self-discovery, a search for a spiritual vision to
illuminate the path one had chosen.
D e a n ’s h^gonism, his speed
itself, deprived Sal of any such possibility.
Sal has glimpses of the u n i v e r s e ’s one-ness,

such*as an evening in New

Orleans, when "the river poured down from mid-America by starlight and
I knew, I knex/ like mad that everything I had ever known and would ever
know was One."

(p.147)

But this is only a glimpse, and he is soon back

on the road.
Dean and Sal find "It" several times in On The R o a d , but each dis
covery is fleeting, and they must strike out again in what clearly be
comes a never-ending search.

Their failure to find satisfaction, however,

does not mean that the goal is set aside.

Kerouac can offer alternative

means to his characters, such as replacing the heated "go" of On The Road
with the meditation, isolation, Buddhist scripture, and most importantly,
the forfeiture of language in The Pharma B u m s .

VI
"I d o n ’t wanta hear all your x-rord descriptions of words
xrords words you made up all x^inter, man I wanta be enlightened
by actions."
Japhy Ryder, The Pharma Bums (p.133)
Toward the end of On The R o a d , Dean Moriarty sets aside his rambling
verbalizations and seems to find his xvay to "It" in a mystical manner:
. , .x^here once Dean would have talked his way out, he now fell
silent himself, but standing in front of everybody, ragged and
broken and idiotic, right under the light bulbs, his bony mad face
covered x^ith sxveat and throbbing veins, saying "Yes, yes, yes," as
though tremendous revelations were, pouring into him all the time now,
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and I am convinced they were, and the others suspected as much and
were frightened.
He was BEAT— -the root, the soul of Beatific, (p.195)
Sal goes on to say that Dean, the "Holy Goof," was now on his way to
"the ragged and ecstatic joy
This image of the dumb,

of pure being."
sagacious Dean Moriarty isrepeated in Visions

of C o d y , where we are shown a pitiful figure roaming "the streets of
Saturday night in the American c i t y . ..not unkind but just dumb."

(p.83)

This silent figure is set apart from the people around him who "pronounce
vowels and consonants around

a nothing, they bite the air,

to say because you can't say

what you know."

t h e r e ’s

nothing

The notion that enlightenment and language are incompatible is also
posited by Spengler:
...it is only under the influence of language that there is set
up within the waking-consciousness a definite opposition between
sensation and understanding, a tension that in animals is quite
unthinkable and even in man can hardly h a v ^ b e e n at first anything
more than a rarely actualized possibility.
Language, along with thought,

introduces "a permanent disunity into the

human waking-consciousness."

Spengler suggests that the person in tune

with his being behaves "as everyone does in nine out of ten of his
waking moments— -lets the impressions of the world about him work merely
48
upon his senses, absorbs these impressions as a whole."
This type of
absorption can come from the Buddhist practices of silence and meditation
which are portrayed in The Pharma B u m s .
Unlike "the life in the city of the Talking Class," a phrase Kerouac
uses to describe the intellectual surroundings of The Subterraneans, the
world which unfolds in The Dharrna Bums is one of green forests, rugged
mountains, and anti-intellectualism.

For Ray Smith,

the road to "It" is

the. road that turns away from peopled cities and hurried activity to the
isolated life of meditation and silence 'in natural surroundings— a life

based in part on K e r o u a c ’s impressions of Dwight G o d d a r d ’s A Buddhist
B i b l e , an English translation of Buddhist scripture.
Ray pursues the wisdom which his Zen readings have promised will
unlock the secrets of eternal bliss, his own dream of satori.
cannot escape the traps of thought and language.

But he

Ray slices up his world

with distinctions, drawing lines between here and there, city and country
side, self and not-self.

By stringing boundaries across his world, he

denies the essential one-ness of the universe which his Zen scriptures
describe, which Sal Paradise tasted,

and which is essential to the sen

sation of "It" which Spengler describes.
Spengler promises.that "mere ceasing to think" can lift "the stiff
mask of causality" which prohibits experience of the universe as a complete
49
whole.
The Zen practice of meditation is a thought-stopping process, but
by observing and describing this process, Ray Smith defeats its purpose:
I was dealing in outblowness, cut-off-ness, snipped, blownoutness, putoutness, turned-off-ness, nothing-happens-ness, gone
ness, gone-out-ness, the snapped link, nir, link, vana, snap!
"The dust of my thoughts collected into a globe," I thought, "in
this ageless solitude," I thought, and really smiled because I
was seeing the white light everywhere everything at last. (p.116)
Ray thinks too much.

Even at a moment when he seems closest to "It,"

his brain waves churn up the still waters of the experience.
Ray is in a peculiar position.

Words are his sustenance, not only

because his character is analytical and probing, but because he is the
narrator.

Without words, neither he nor his book can exist.

is haunted by the same paradox in his writing.

Kerouac

In describing " K eroua c ’s

animal suspicion of the meaning values toward which words tend," Tallman
notes that Kerouac often fails to adequately represent the moments of
50
climax and revelation in his novels.
It is this suspicion which was

instrumental in driving Kerouac to adopt the stylistic method which he
£
called "spontaneous."

In his "Essentials of Spontaneous Prose," Kerouac

emphasizes the push of time, citing it as "the essence in the purity of
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speech." Urging a writer to avoid the "lag" between experience and re
presentation,

to write " ’without consciousness'

easy to see why,

in semi-trance," it is

in.moments of intense emotion and crisis, Kerouac cannot

find words that adequately represent the experience and he resorts to
jumbles of seemingly disjointed phrases.

Arnold Krupat concisely describes

the inadequacy of language at such moments,

stating that "only obliquely

can the ineffable IT be approached in language.
52
IT cannot directly tell IT."

Those who have and know

But Kerouac continually tries to convey experience through the medium
of language.

His characters try also, and they are often wrapped in the

same frustrations as the author who created them.
prime example of a word-bound man.

Again, Ray Smith is the

Ray's need for articulation frustrates

his desire for inner peace, satisfaction, and tranquility.

Japhy Ryder

tries to convince Ray of the worthlessness of words, jabbing at Ray's
"twaddle and talk," but Ray's urge to describe his experiences is too
strong.

When he reaches a place beyond the world of words and distinctions,

an isolated firewatcli on a lonely mountaintop, Ray tastes "It;" but like
Sal and Dean, his taste is fleeting and he leaves the hermitage with.a
revealing observation:
I added "Blah," with a little grin, because I knew that shack
and that mountain would understand what that meant, and turned and
went on. down the trail back to this wcrld. (p. 192)
"Blah"represents the inarticulateness of the mountain's silent domain,
a world in which Ray cannot remain.
world of words and thoughts.

He returns to the frustrations of a
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A retreat from words gives Ray Smith only a temporary taste of
’’pure being.”. But although it is difficult to achieve, wordlessness seems
to be a central element in the moments of "It” which Kerouac portrays.
The non-verbal nature of pure experience, of "It," is implied by the
numerous instances in K e r o u a c fs work where music bathes a character in
the timeless sensation of "It."
Spengler points to music as a release from the bonds of thought and
language:
In precisely this resides the ineffable charm and the very real
power of emancipation that music possesses for us men.
For music
is the only art whose means lie outside the light-world that has so
long become coextensive with our total world, and music alone,
therefore, can take us right out of this world, break up the steely
tyranny of light, and let us fondly imagine that we are on the verge
of reaching the s o u l ’s final secret*—
With the wail of jazz in his ears, Dean Moriarty imagines he is on the
verge of that secret:
Uproars of music and the.tenorman had it and everybody knew he
had it.
Dean was clutching his head in the crowd, and it was a
mad crowd.
They were all urging that tenorman to hold it and keep
it with cries and wild e y e s ...(p.197)
In these heated jazz sessions, as on Ray S m i t h ’s mountaintop, words are
thrown out the window.

At the climax of one of his performances,

the

jazz musician Slim Gaillard lets loose with a stream of nonsense sounds:
"Great-orooni. .. f ine-ovauti. . .hello-orooni. . .bourbc-n-orooni. . .
all-orooni...” (p.176)
These inarticulate sounds lead Dean to proclaim,
he knows time."
feiture of words.

"Sal, Slim knows time,

Apparently, a key to knowing time,

to "It," is the for

The non-verbal nature of "It" is further evidenced

when Dean corners Gaillard and communicates w i t h him:
Every time Slim said, "Orooni," Dean said, "Yes!"
I sat there
with these two madmen.
Nothing happened.
To Slim Gaillard the
whole world, was just one big orooni. (p. 177)

In The Subterraneans, Kerouac describes Mardou Fox listening to jazz
and shows us that music not only does away with words, but that it can
replace them as a means of communication:
...she stood in drowsy sun suddenly listening to bop as if for
the first time as it poured out, the intention of the musicians and
of the horns and instruments suddenly a mystical unity expressing
itself in waves like sinister and again electricity but screaming
with palpable aliveness the direct word from the vibration, the
interchanges of statement, the levels of waving intimation, the smile
in s o u n d . ..(pp.47-48)
In all these moments of mystical or musical insight, however, Ker o u a c 1
narrative voices are on the outside looking in.

Sal Paradise, Ray Smith,

and Leo Percepied are restricted to the roles of word-bound observers.
The typical modern man is restricted to that role, claims Spengler; and
along with that role comes his fate in a doomed sterile civilization, di
vorced from the cosmic beat.

Spengler reserves survival for the primitive

remnants of society— the fellaheen.

Throughout K e r o u a c ’s work, we see a

fascination wi.th and attraction toward bums, hoboes, racial minorities,
and outcasts of society.

Through S p englerfs "fellah-type," Kerouac ex

plored another possible escape from the decay which surrounded him.

VII
At lilac evening I walked with every muscle aching among the
lights of 27th and Welton in the Denver colored section, wishing
I were a Negro, feeling that the best the white world had offered
was not enough ecstasy, for me, not enough life, joy, kicks, dark
ness, music, not enough night...! wished I were a Denver Mexican,
or even a poor overworked Jap, anything but what I was so drearily,
a "white man" disillusioned.
Sal Paradise, On The Road (p.180)
In J a c k ’s B o o k , Allen Ginsberg states that "it was from Spengler
that Kerouac got his idea of fellaheen." (p.38)

Ginsberg goes into great

er detail in the introduction to Visions of C o d y :
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Out of Burroughs1 copy of Spengler, Kerouac arrived at the con
ception of "Fellaheen Eternal Country L i f e " ... immediate recognition
of Biblical Patriarch Type in Mexic Fellaheen fathers:
the Bible
those days the only immediate American mind-entry to primeval earthconsciousness non-machine populace that inhabits 80 per cent of the
w o r l d . ..(p.xi)
In the fellaheen, Kerouac saw a people who were still linked to the earth,
to the cosmic beat; and throughout his writings, he displays an urge to
become one with the people w hom Spengler predicts will inherit the ruins
of civilization.
Leon Levinsky's vision of downtown
of fellah-types which Kerouac offers

zombies is not the only

in The Town and the

glimpse

C i t y . When Peter

Martin first visits New York City, he is accosted by an alleyway bum.
While his friends recoil in disgust, Peter steps forward to offer the man
a puff of his cigarette, saying, "I*11 be down on the Bowery with you
before long, don't worry!"

(p.143)

Peter is only trying to comfort the man,

but his prediction is fulfilled in Kerouac's subsequent novels as we
see his characters explore the depths of fellaheen America.
Sal Paradise is never happier in On The Road than when he is riding
on the back of a flatbed truck sharing a bottle of whiskey with vagrants
and runaways, roaming hobo-infested railyards looking for a conversation
or a ride, or picking cotton in a field full of Mexican migrant workers.
When he and Dean take off for Mexico,

Sal envisions the final fulfillment

of his quest for existential cohesion in the heart of a fellaheen people:
...the road ran straight as an arrow...like driving across the
world and into the places where we would finally learn ourselves
among the Fellahin Indians of the world, the essential strain of the
basic primitive, wailing humanity that stretches in a belt around
the equatorial belly of the w o r l d ...(p.280)
Sal goes on to describe these people
description of the fellaheen:

in words which echo

Spengler's
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...when destruction comes to the world of "history" and the Apocalypse of the Fellahin returns once more as so many times before,
people will stare with the same eyes from the caves of Mexico
as well as from the caves of B a l i ...( p .281)
When Sal reaches these people, however, he encounters a distance be
tween them and himself that cannot be closed.

And ironically,

these

people are reaching out for what he has— the rigid civilization of Western
man:
They had come down from the back mountains and higher places to
hold forth their hands for something they thought civilization
could offer, and they never dreamed the sadness and the poor broken
delusion of it. (p.299)
These people can no more become a part of civilization than Sal can
become a part of them.

Yet Sal still harbors the desire to find himself

in this "great and final wild uninhibited Fellahin-childlike city" when he
leaves it to return to America.
D octor S a x , we are given a picture of an ancient Lowell that is
much like the primitive mystical villages of Mexico which Sal and Dean
discovered:
...Merrimac in the drowsy afternoons of Indian children— Fel
laheen singers with greasy manes and capes made mournful Hebraic
cries along the merced walls of Cadiz, in the 18th century morn...
(pp.131-32)
This past Lowell is no more, however.

Its only remains are the ethnic

minorities whom Jackie Duluoz fears until he is brought into their midst
by a new friend:
...I smell the dank gloom of Greeks and shudder to be in the enemy
camp— of Thebans, Greeks, Jews, Niggers, Wops, Irishmen, Polacks...
G.J. turns his almond eyes at me, like when I first saw him in the
yard, turning his almond eyes on me for friendship— I thought Greeks
were raving maniacs before, (p.16)
Only the very young Jackie Duluoz fears the fellaheen, and his fears
are soon erased.

More familiar in K e r o u a c ’s works are characters like

Leo Percepied, whose warped relationship with Mardou Fox in The Subter<S

raneans represents the ultimate attempt to become one with the fellaheen.
Leo expresses the same desire as Sal Paradise to escape his heritage:
...as I pass Mexicans I feel that great hepness I'd been having
all summer on the street with Mardou my old dream of wanting to be
vital, alive like a Negro or an Indian or a Denver Jap or a New York
Puerto Rican come t r u e ..,(p.96)
Leo is a tired, burnt-out, resigned version of Kerouac's other
questing figures.

He leads the static existence of Spengler's "intel

lectual nomads" trapped in the city, and he is more concerned with the
needs of his body than with those of his soul.
desires and conflicts is sexual.

The substance of Leo's

He describes his first encounter with

Mardou as "the first preliminary probings into pride versus pride and
beauty or beatitude or sensitivity versus the stupid neurotic nervous
ness of the phallic type, forever conscious of his phallus, his tower, of
women as wells—

(p.12)

Kerouac's other characters have relationships with women which are
basically sexual, and ultimately unsatisfying and unresolved.

Sal Par

adise can stay no longer than a few days with Terry, and the rest of his
relationships with women are one-night stands.

Even in The Town and the

C i t y , Joe Martin's conversation with a truck-driver friend reveals a v iew
point of women as objects to be pursued but not as comrades or mates:
"It's a crazy world," said J o e . .
"It's a lousy rotten life!" corrected Paul.
"You saw my wife
Minnie, didn't you?
You saw what kind of a loudmouthed fleabag
she is!
Well, that was my third wife and every single damn one of
them was just like her!
All three!"
Joe scratched his head, grinning,
" T h a t ’s women for you!" shouted Paul.
"They're all alike, I
never did meet one who had any sense, I never will!
The only one
who was any good, maybe, was my first wife.
Jeanie.
She's in
Pittsburgh now.
But even she was a loudmouthed nagging goat.
I
always tell them to do their gad-dam washing, that's all they're

good for!"
"So here we are, sitting in this truck," went on Joe dfeamily,
"tied to it like a couple of slaves, and look at those snazzy cars
go by full of beautiful women.
Wham!" (pp.91-92)
Visions of beautiful women waiting to be had dot the pages of On
The R o a d , and in Visions of C o d y , Kerouac sums up his approach to women:
As far as young women are concerned I can't look at them unless
I tear off their clothes one by one...I figure her cunt is sweet,
you get to it via white lace panties, and she be fine.
This is
almost all I can say about almost all g i r l s ...(p.23)
A frustrated, fatal tone colors his words when Kerouac continues in the
same book:
She breaks my heart just like X.
and all my women have broken
my heart (just by looking at her)— -that's why women are impractical
for me...I'm doomed to these universal watchfulnesses— and a whore
or two— (p.32)
Kerouac lives In a world of what Spengler terms "Ibsen women," the
women who people modern civilization:
The primary woman, the peasant woman, is m other . The whole v o 
cation towards which she has yearned from childhood is included in
that one word.
But now emerges the Ibsen woman, the comrade, the
heroine of a whole megalopolitan literature from Northern drama to
Parisian novel.
Instead of children, she has soul
conflicts; m a r - ^
riage is a craft-art for the achievement of "mutual understanding."'
K e r o u a c !s characters seem to be searching for the comfort and security of
a "peasant mother."

Marguerite Martin is the only fulfilled, happy char

acter in The Town and the C i t y , and Peter repeatedly turns to her for
comfort.

Being a child, Jackie Duluoz has the ever-present warmth and

protection of Mrs. Duluoz.
journeys,

Each time the road runs out on one of his

Sal Paradise is drawn back to his aunt.

And Leo Percepied

has vivid dreams of his dead mother to comfort him.
K e r o u a c ’s men have a choice between these older, maternal women and
the modern "Ibsen" types— Ma.rylou in On The Road, the sexually-liberated
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Princess In The Dharma Bums, Mardou Fox in The Subterraneans.
Leo's re-

lationship with Mardou is the most extensively examined man-woman re
lationship in K e r o u a c 1s writing, and her race is significant.

A black

woman, Leo considers her a key to the fellaheen world which he longs to
enter.

He sees her as a link to the women of the primitive past,

telling

her:
"Honey what I see in your eyes is a lifetime of affection not
only from the Indian in you but because as part Negro somehow you
are the first, the essential woman, and therefore the most, most
originally most fully affectionate and maternal" (p.129)
It is ironic that Leo uses the word "maternal" to describe Mardou,
she is as far from Spengler's "peasant woman" as possible;

for

and it is no

surprise that L e o ’s relationship with Mardou disintegrates.

Just as Ray

Smith could not become a part of the mountaintop world of silence, and
just as Sal ParadiseLcculd not stay with the Mexican laborers, so is it
impossible for Leo Percepied to enter the world of the fellaheen.
The efforts of Kerouac*s characters to reach out in numerous direc
tions for a source of existential cohesion are characteristic of Spengler*s
"far-thrusting" Faustian soul.

Taken together, we. can understand the basic

nature and character of the men who people K e r o u a c 's novels by examining the
ultimate modern Western man, the man whom Spengler terms "the Faustian."

VIII
"What's your road, m a n ? — holyboy road, madman road, rainbow
road, guppy road, any road.
It's an anywhere road for anybody
anyhow.
Where body how?"
Dean Moriarty, On The Road (p.251)
...the road is life.
Sal Paradise, On The Road

(p.211)

Both Spengler and Kerouac portray modern Western man as an individual
yearning for something he cannot comprehend or define.

This contemporary

man is one who, squeezed by the push of time and the prospect of death,
strains to extend himself through both time and space.

He struggles to

rescue the past with memory, and an inner urge for motion and extension
pushes him to continual movement.

Kerouac himself,

through the autobio

graphical nature of his writings and through his own lifestyle, represents
the Faustian man; but we need not examine Kerouac himself to see the out
line of Spengler!s Faustian.

The people who inhabit K e r o u a c 1s novels ex

emplify the "passionate thrust" of S p engler’s "infinity-craving" Faustian.
A prime characteristic of S p e n g l e r ’s modern man is his capacity to
store a personal past which did not exist for his predecessor,

the Classic

al, or Apollinian, man:
The Apollinian existence is that of the Greek who describes his
ego as soma and who lacks all idea of an inner development and there
fore all real history, inward and outward; the Faustian is an exist
ence which is led with a deep consciousness and introspection of the
ego, and a resolutely personal culture e v i d e n c e ^ i n m e m o i r s ,--reflect
ions , retrospects and prospects and conscience.
Describing the Apollinian in barer
terms, Spengler states, "the Classical
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culture possessed no m e m o r y ." On the other hand, the Faustian "possesses
his own picture of history and, besides, innumerable other pictures from
his youth upwards, which fluctuate and alter ceaselessly in response to
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the experiences of the day and year."
In Visions of C o d y , Kerouac tells us he is "a great rememberer re
deeming life from darkness."

(p.103)

His purpose is to rescue the past,

and Kerouac observes that a moment recreated in memory can be more satis
fying than the experience of one as it actually occurs:
...as memories are older they're like wine rarer, till if you
find a real old memory, one of infancy, not an established often
tasted one but a brand new o n e ! , it would taste better than the
Napolean brandy Stendhal himself must have stared at...(p.26)
K e r o u a c ’s own fantastic re-creatiori of his childhood, Doctor Sax,
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is a volume of such memories.

Little Jackie Duluoz, hearing "the ghosts

of the dead" rattling beneath his house and listening to "ancestral voices
in the mist of morning," possesses the Faustian m a n ’s historical perspec
tive of the world.
power of memory.

Throughout the novel, we are repeatedly reminded of the
Interjecting his own voice into a tale of J a c k i e ’s young

friends, Kerouac observes:
...Cy and Bert were dreadfully young in a long-ago of moving Time
that is so remote it for the first time assumes that rigid post or
posture death-like denoting the cessation of its operation in my
memory and therefore the w o r l d ’s— a time about to become extinct—
except that now it can never be, because it happened, it— which led
to further levels— as time unveiled her ugly old cold mouth of death
to the worst hopes— fears— -Bert Desjardins and Cy Ladeau like any
prescience of a dream are unerasable. (p.75)
Haunted here by the same fear of time and death which runs throughout
his novels, Kerouac turns to his memory to save past moments from being
swallowed.

Reminiscences seem to serve the same purpose in his other novels.

Mere preservation of the past, however,
ern man.

cannot satisfy the urgings of m o d 

Sal Paradise remembers his adventures with Dean, but his personal

struggles are far from resolved at the end of On The R o a d .

Leo Percepied

tries to purge his past with his self-flagellating narration of The Subter
raneans , but he is no closer to satisfaction at the end of the novel than
he was with the b o o k ’s self-conscious opening words.

Ray Smith becomes

wiser w ith his stay bn Desolation Peak in The Pharma B u m s , but his last
words return him to "this world," a place in which he is iifrustrated and
from which he struggles to escape.

The third-person narrator of The Town

and the City f o l l o w s .Peter Martin through the history of his family, but
leaves him on the road with many questions and no answers.

In Visions of

C o d y , which is as much a memory-piece as Doctor S a x , Kerouac looks back at
Cody Pomeroy, whose life has been traced from infancy, and repeats the
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phrase, " I ’m a fool."

In each case, memories serve as little more than
£

ends in themselves, bringing the past to life, but offering no resolution
for the present.

However, memories are not the only means by which the

Faustian man pursues infinity.

Coupled with his capacity for reflection

is an urgent desire for physical extension through movement.
The Faustian m a n ’s "prime symbol is pure and limitless space," states
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Spengler.
With his time-dominated perspective, the Faustian "looks for
an immortality to follow the bodily end, a sort of marriage with endless
60
61
space,"
thrusting and driving "towards an infinitely distant goal."
Spengler asserts t h a t .this urge for extension is an all-consuming, over
powering expression of m a n ’s will:
The pure space of the Faustian world-picture is not mere extension,
but efficient extension into the distance, as an overcoming of the
m e r e l y ^ e n s u o u s , as a strain and tendency, as a spiritual will-topower.
Hipkiss describes the character of Cody Pomeroy in terms which echo
Spengler’s :
Cody is the will unable to find any suitable form for its proper
manifestation.
Every form he takes,.as lover, husband, father,
worker, and a traveling companion, quickly blurs into formless speed.
He is a hero without form; he is a figure, a symbol, of the primal
drive, the Nietzschean Will to Power, (p.43)
The object of this "will-to-power" is the "It" which is a dominant
concept in both K e r o u a c ’s novels and S p e n g l e r ’s analysis.

Spengler ob

serves that the "It" has a paradoxical quality— it vanishes when pursued:
In all primitive existences, the "it," the Cosmic, is at work
with such immediacy of force that all microcosmic utterances, whether
in myth, custom, g^chnique, or ornament, obey only the pressures of
the very instant.
This "immediacy of force" packed into one instant is the sensation which
Sal and Dean seek.

It is the "thing itself" that Peter Martin is after.

It is the "diamond" of revelation which Ray Smith believes Zen can offer

him.

But Spengler points out

that man cannot control or grab

"it." This

force, the essence of "being"

in Spengler's analysis,

seized by man.

Spengler observes, it is in the nature of

Nevertheless,

the Faustian to reach out for

is too vast to be

"It," to exercise his will:

In the world as seen by the Faustian's eyes, everything is motion
with an aim.
He himself, lives only under that condjLj:ion for to him
life means struggling, overcoming, winning through.
Kerouac's men are all struggling to overcome their spiritual despair
and seize some sense of existential cohesion.
urgent will,

Possessing the Faustian's

they each refuse to accept the resigned tone of the defeated

Doctor Sax; who, as the world is threatened by the Great Snake of Evil, moans,
"there's nothing we can do about it."

(p.241)

The Faustian passionately

believes there in something he can do about i t .

Even the notion of uni

versal self-regulation which occasionally pops up in Kerouac's novels cannot
be accepted by the Faustian.

When the Great Snake of darkness is finally

Thwarted by a force greater than itself, Doctor Sax proclaims with amaze
ment, "The Universe disposes of its own evil."

(p. 245).

In On The R o a d ,

this same sense of the universe running itself is shared by Dean Moriarty,
as_he assures Sal that "everything will be taken care of for us."

(p.120)

Repeating this conviction later in the novel, Dean assures Sal, "Everything
takes care of itself.
care of itself."

I could close my eyes and this old car would take

(p.159)

Only, Dean never does close his eyes; his urge

to constantly be in control of the moment prohibits him from letting any
other force control him.
Tytell claims that Dean's "infectious enthusiasm contradicted the pes
simistic and gloomy Spenglerian view of the future expressed by many of
Kerouac's closest friends, and by Carlo Marx and old Bull Lee (Burroughs)
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in the novel.”

But D e a n ’s existence is tainted by the same frustration

and darkness as is S a l ’s.

Gloom and fear break through his veneer at

times, such as at the sad, empty party in Denver where he first adopts
his silent stance.
D e a n ’s insatiable will to move,
slow down.

to grab "It," cannot allow him to

It is the same with Kerouac*s

other characters. They are

driven by the Faustian urge to control their own destinies.
urge that drives Ray Smith off a peaceful mountaintop.

It is this

The same urge

pushes Sal Paradise away from his dreamlike existence with Terry and her
Mexican subculture.

Spengler maintains that the urge to control his

destiny and to satisfy his driving will is at the root of the F a u s t i a n ’s
"hurry" and his thirst for motion.

We can see a symbol for the Faustian

"motion with an aim" in the roads that crisscross K e r o u a c ’s novels.
Early in On The R o a d , Sal Paradise proclaims "we were leaving con
fusion and nonsense behind and performing our one and noble function of
the time, m o v e ." (p.133)

Dean repeatedly pinpoints "It" as the aim of

their movement, but as we have seen, the cosmic beat is out of the reach
of the F a ustian’s urgent grasp.

Consequently,

although they define "It"

as their goal and the road as a means to that goal, the means becomes an
end in itself for Dean and Sal.
to the whole world,"

Dean says "the road must eventually lead

(p.230) but Sal recognizes that "the road is life."

The road, representing man's extension into space, is a symbol of the
F a u s t i a n ’s constant, exhausting thrust towards goals he can never achieve.
His fate is a permanent state of frustrated irresolution.

We can see this

frustration illustrated at the (end of each journey in On The R o a d .
it is San Francisco, New York, Or Mexico,

Whether

the feverish expectancy and en

thusiasm that fills- Sal at the beginning of each trip invariably turns

into despair and dissatisfaction as he recognizes "the raggedy madness
and riot of our actual lives, our actual night,
senseless nightmare road.
tiness."

the hell of it, the

All of it inside endless and beginning emp

(p.254)

The realization that his roads lead nowhere does not, however, keep
Sal from repeatedly striking out on new ones.

Nor can the men in Kerouac's

other novels cease their searching, and each character's goal can be linked
to Spengler's cosmic beat.

When Spengler looks to the fate of the Faustian
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soul, he sees it "returning to its origins."
in the cosmic

Those origins are swathed

beat of a harmonic universe:

An infinitesimal music of the boundless world-spa.ee— -that is
the deep unresting longing of this soul, as the orderly statu^
esque and Euclidean cosmos was the satisfaction of the Classical.
The Faustian's is an essentially spiritual goal; he yearns for cohesion,
for a sense of the universe's oneness and his union with that universe.
The characters which inhabit Kerouac's novels also have this goal, and
they take many different roads toward it— Peter Martin stands on a highway, anticipating the mad,
Moriarty.

frantic adventures of Sal Paradise and Dean

Leo Percepied desperately tries to step out of his skin and his

self and become a member of the fellaheen culture.

Ray Smith also tries

to shirk his culture, experimenting with the non-Western ways of Zen Bud
dhism.

Jackie Duluoz shakes the shackles of time, creating a fantastic

world with the memories of the past.

In Visions of Cody too, the past is

recreated in an effort to cope with an unsatisfying present.

In each

case, Kerouac portrays an individual who is separated from the spiritual
release for which he yearns by the intellectual, will-dominated, languagecentered,
man.

introspective nature that is his heritage as a modern Western
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Yet neither Kerouac nor his characters give up.

At the end of each

novel, we see the central character still struggling with the same con^

cerns that have driven him throughout the book.

And the resumption of

similar struggles in subsequent novels reflects Kerouac*s own search for
the same spiritual cohesion which his characters seek.

Referring to The

Town and the C i t y , Holmes describes a Kerouac who is possessed by the same
urges and frustrations as the characters he created:
...in it I caught my first glimpse of the Kerouac for whom I was
oddly unprepared:
a lonely, self-communing, mind-stormed m a n —
still devout, though in a ruin of faiths; persistently celebrating
whatever flower had managed to survive our bitter, urban weeds; in
defatigable of eye, and funny of mind; haunted by a reflex of love
in the very pit of rude sensation; and above all, hankering— hank
ering for an end:
for truth to finally end the relativism, for
harmony to somehow end the violence, so that peace would come to
the young of this era, who were heirs of b o t h — and, failing that,
^g
for death.
Something murmured behind the reckless onrush of prose.
Although Holmes may be assuming too much in citing Kerouac*s concern for
the young, his recognition of the dark undertones of K e r o u a c ’s writings
is crucial.

The murmuring that Holmes notices stems from the same obser

vations, perceptions, and concerns which Spengler poured out in his gar
gantuan work.
decadent,

K e r o u a c 1s novels are more than journals of hedonistic,

sensation-starved people.

They are more than escapist, and

they are more than portraits of escapists.
Vopat contends that in On The Road, "Kerouac makes it clear that Sal
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Paradise goes on the road to escape from life rather than find it." Vopat
makes this observation with one eye closed.

Sal, like Kerouac*s other

central characters, is fleeing from the ramifications of Spenglerian civ
ilization— the sterility of life divorced from nature, the omnipresent
specter'of death, and the weight of time. But K e r o u a c ’s characters are also
moving toward a definite,

if indescribable and perhaps unattainable, goal—
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the experience of "It" and a union with the immortal realm of the "pure
Present."
Vopat fails to recognize the scope of motives in K e r o u a c !s characters,
and Holmes suffers from this same failure when he too closes one eye, claim
ing that the actions of K e r o u a c ’s characters are a search rather than a
70
flight.
The people whom Kerouac creates are both fleeing and searching,
looking behind and.ahead;

and K e r o u a c ’s novels are chronicles of their

struggles.
Spengler traced the spiritual decline of Western society to the rise
of the Faustian man,

Kerouac found that man in the spiritual desolation

of post-World War II America— an America that he referred to in terms
ranging from "magic" and "holy" to "lonely" and "crockashit"— and he
recreated him in fiction, offering him several possible avenues of escape
from his destiny.

The conditions of modern Western m a n ’s dissatisfaction

and searching, and the particulars of those conditions,

tie Kerouac's

w ork to Spengler's and reveal the essential unity of his novels.
To those critics who attacked him and the generation which shared
his perspective, Kerouac wrote,

"woe unto those who attack it on the

grounds that they simply d o n ’t understand history and the yearnings of
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human souls."
It is the yearning of the modern, Faustian soul to which
Kerouac refers; and it is a recognition of and concern for the past, for
the same history which captivated Spengler, that Kerouac recommended to
those who would try to understand him and the works he produced.
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5
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The Decline of the W e s t ,II, p.
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I, P. 118.
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"Dean Moriarty as Saintly Hero," from The Saintly

A Study of the Hero in Some Contemporary American Novels
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Nietzchean phrase,

The use of the

"will-to-power," is not coincidental.

Hughes

asserts that Spengler’s "exploitation of Nietzsche's theories about
eternal recurrence and the ’A p o l l i n i a n ’ spirit of the Greeks.
indicates how carefully Spengler had read his Nietzsche.

. .

Indeed,
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(Oswald Spengler, pp. 56, 62)
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